Word Pairs

Directions: Read each sentence and write the correct form of the word on the blank.

1. When you (verb form of perception) something, you become aware of it.
   _______________________

2. The name of the volcano in Iceland is difficult to (verb form of pronunciation).
   _______________________

3. I hope there is a happy (noun form of receive) waiting for me when I return home.
   _______________________

4. The principal asked to (verb form of detention) Max for more questions.
   _______________________

5. After the politician was found guilty, it was inevitable that her (noun form of denounce) by her voters would soon follow.
   _______________________

6. Some people have no (noun form of conceive) of the impact of their actions.
   _______________________

7. It wasn’t long before Lucy’s (noun form of deceive) was found out.
   _______________________
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